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	Applied C++: Practical Techniques for Building Better Software, 9780321108944 (0321108949), Addison Wesley, 2003
"I really like the software engineering advice given here. As  the chief engineer/architect for a large development group, I can say with  certainty that the advice given in this book about how real-world projects must  work is right on the mark."
-Steve Vinoski, coauthor of Advanced CORBA  Programming with C++, columnist for C/C++ Users Journal and IEEE Internet  Computing, and Chief Architect, IONA Technologies

Applied C++ is a practical,  straightforward guide to developing high-quality, maintainable software. It  reflects the power of C++, templates, and the Standard Template Library for  industrial-strength programming. Whether you are a single developer or work in a  large team, the tips and techniques presented in this book will help you improve  your language and design skills and show you how to solve substantial problems  more effectively.

The authors, drawing on their extensive professional  experience, teach largely by example. To illustrate software techniques useful  for any application, they develop a toolkit to solve the complex problem of  digital image manipulation. By using a concrete, real-world problem and  describing exact feature, performance, and extensibility requirements, the  authors show you how to leverage existing software components and the tools  inherent in C++ to speed development, promote reuse, and deliver successful  software products.

Inside Applied C++, you will  find: 

	
    A C++ templates primer 

    
	
    Workable coding guidelines and extensive coding examples 

    
	
    Quick lists of need-to-know information about Exceptions,  Assertions, and Standard Template Library components 

    
	
    A technique for effectively using prototypes to move your  design from an initial concept to a robust solution 

    
	
    A technique for building debugging support into your software  without a ton of overhead 

    
	
    Thirteen specific techniques to improve the overall performance  of your software
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Using Joomla: Building Powerful and Efficient Web SitesO'Reilly, 2009
For any organization, a web presence is shifting from a marketing accessory to being a principle way to increase awareness and interaction with the public. Four years ago, no one could have known how explosive the success of the Joomla Project would be. Today, Joomla is a vibrant and growing platform with a multimillion-dollar economy and a full...


		

Brain Edema XIII (Acta Neurochirurgica Supplement) (v. 13)Springer, 2006

	This volume contains 93 papers from internationally recognized experts in the field of brain edema and brain injury. The papers include human and animal studies on edema following stroke, cerebral hemorrhage, traumatic brain injury, spinal cord injury and hydrocephalus. Papers also address fluid dynamics in the brain (including the role of...


		

Nanotechnology : Science, Innovation, and OpportunityPrentice Hall, 2005
 

Inside the Emerging Multibillion-Dollar Nanotechnology Industry
Suddenly, nanotechnology isn't science fiction or mere theory: It's becoming one of the world's fastest-growing, highest-impact industries. In Nanotechnology: Science, Innovation, and...





	

Professional Application Lifecycle Management with Visual Studio 2012Wrox Press, 2012


	OVER THE LAST FIFTEEN YEARS, Microsoft’s software development tooling has matured to address

	not only the needs of a lone programmer, but the needs of an entire software development team.

	This includes business analysts, project managers, architects, testers, programmers, managers,

	stakeholders, and even operations personnel...

		

Electrical Craft Principles, 5th Edition, Volume 2 (Iee)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2008
The two volumes of 'Whitfield's Electrical Craft Principles' have been substantially revised and updated in 2008, reflecting changes in practice and legislation (e.g. 'BS 7671/IEE Wiring Regulations 17th Edition'). Volume 2 has new material to accompany course changes. The volumes are presented in a new format, are highly illustrated and contain...


		

Nanomaterials for Advanced Biological Applications (Advanced Structured Materials (104))Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents an overview of the ways in which the latest experimental and theoretical nanotechnologies are serving the fields of biotechnology, medicine, and biomaterials. They not only enhance the efficiency of common therapeutics and lower their risks, but thanks to their specific properties, they also provide new...
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